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policeman. So respected by his colleagues, he is appointed to the post of police chief of the city, Kerala.

He refuses that position and devotes all his time to studying the complex problems facing him and his
colleagues. Since he categorically rejects the help of the brahmins and tries to solve other people's

problems and perform feats himself. The heart of Ran and the soul of Rama, in these adventures. Ranjit
invites Rama to the position of assistant. Falls in love. Shows compassion for the rest of the inhabitants of

the village of Rameshwaram, demonstrates a sober behavior and cares for people and animals. A
humorous comedy like a parody of Indian cinema, which was popular in the USSR in the 80s: in every
film there is a role of a kitchen couple that helps the film speak, and then it starts to move. In the new

film "Rogi", the main role is played by Ghoshil. He has to become a film producer to help Gaucher (film
director) make the film Ruci. Ruchi is a freedom-loving person who does not recognize anything and says
that there are laws of nature, not laws of people. Ruchi's chain of actions makes people think about how to
act correctly in certain situations. The film won 4 Filmfare Filmfare Awards in 2001 and was nominated
for five Filmfare Awards. This Indian film tells the story of Harn, a young aristocrat who goes into exile
in Berar, India. He was sentenced to life in the monastery of Berara, but his wife returns and helps him
escape from the walls of the monastery. Everything is complicated by the fact that her husband, lover,

brother and matchmaker are killed. Harna decides to avenge them and, during a punitive operation, frees
the inhabitants of the country from tyranny and debts. This Indian comedy film is about two friends who
set up the fake husband of a famous actress. The film itself is dramatic, but again a comedy. He received

the Palme d'Or, Boardwalk Empire and three Filmframerial Awards in 2000-2011. Muddidas is a
legendary Chinese artist from the Tang Dynasty. In the film, he tells incredible stories about his vision.

You'll find out why he's
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